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Abstract

Data services librarians are often faced with local needs in all 12 data information literacy competencies (Carlson et al. 2011) but may not have the requisite skills in each area to offer services.

Gaining expertise in an unfamiliar competency, particularly one which has not historically been associated with the library like “data visualization and representation”, can be challenging.

This paper identifies a scaffolding for librarians gain foundational experience in data visualization and provides a case study on one library’s initial service offering in this area – a “Data Visualization 101” workshop.
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Introduction

Librarians engaged in research data services can make use of the 12 data information literacy competencies (Carlson et al. 2011) to guide development of researcher data skills. Several of these competencies correlate with activities classically situated in the library, such as “metadata and data description” and “discovery and acquisition of data,” but there are also competencies that have traditionally laid outside of the library, of which “data visualization and representation” is a key example. This can lead to challenges for a librarian attempting to support patrons when they themselves are not fluent in the corresponding skills.

By the definition outlined by Carlson et al., a researcher mastering the visualization competency meets the following objectives: “Proficiently uses basic visualization tools of discipline. Avoids misleading or ambiguous representations when presenting data. Understands the advantages of different types of visualization, for example, maps, graphs, animations, or videos, when displaying data” (Carlson et al. 2011). In one study, researchers ranked the data visualization competency as being of the highest importance of the 12 competencies (Carlson et al. 2013). Libraries likewise prioritize visualization and list it as a desired competency for data librarians in job postings (Lyon et al. 2015). However, major data curation curricula offer almost no support for this topic (Lamar Soutter Library 2017; DataONE 2017; EDINA and Data Library 2017; Johnston and Jeffryes n.d.), nor is visualization considered under the umbrella of data management education or data services in several studies (Tenopir et al. 2016; Strasser and Hampton 2012; Tenopir et al. 2015; Hernandez et al. 2012; Harris-Pierce and Quan Liu 2012; Bresnahan and Johnson 2013). Librarians providing research data services may therefore need strategies to develop expertise in data visualization in order to provide service in this area. This paper describes a process for gaining this foundational knowledge and creating an initial data visualization service – a “Data Visualization 101” workshop, for which materials are available (Briney 2017) – and shares resources for other librarians to become more comfortable with the “data visualization and representation” competency.

Learning Data Visualization

Librarians who provide information literacy instruction often leverage the cognitive domain of Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom 1956; Armstrong 2017; Kugelman 2017) to create engaging instruction. This taxonomy can also be used for self-directed learning. In the case of data visualization, the six Bloom’s categories – “Remember,” “Understand,” “Apply,” “Analyze,” “Evaluate,” and “Create” – can be adapted into a scaffolding of four major tasks for a librarian to undertake: “Read,” “Practice,” “Critique,” and “Create” (see Figure 1).

At the base of the Taxonomy, the basic cognitive processes of “Remember” and “Understand” become “Read,” a task to learn about the history and theory of data visualization. The next Bloom’s level, “Apply,” becomes “Practice” and entails going through the mechanics of producing different charts in a chosen software program. The higher Bloom’s levels “Analyze” and “Evaluate” become “Critique,” which requires the librarian to evaluate existing visualizations using lessons learned through Reading and Practice. Finally, the Bloom’s “Create” category becomes the “Create” task, in which the librarian brings their new knowledge and skills together to design effective visualizations. Working through each task raises skills and fluency in data visualization, ultimately positioning the librarian to confidently develop services around this competency.
Librarians can gain a foundational background in data visualization by reading about the topic. An avenue of exploration is the rich history of data visualization. The history of representing data with charts extends back into the late 1700s with economist William Playfair’s invention of bar and pie charts, Florence Nightingale’s use of “coxcomb” charts to explain army mortality in the 1850s, and Charles Minard’s famous visualization of Napoleon’s doomed 1812 Russia campaign (Playfair 1786; Tufte 1983; Berinato 2016). Recently, several excellent resources on data visualization best practices have been published (Rougier et al. 2014; Yau 2011; Yau 2013; Yuk and Diamond 2014; Berinato 2016; Evergreen 2017), but librarians are also encouraged to seek out two older resources. The first is Edward Tufte’s seminal book, “The visual display of quantitative information” (Tufte 1983). While Tufte covers visualization standards such as graphical excellence and integrity, his idea that extraneous content, so-called “chartjunk,” should be removed from a graphic to maximize “data-ink” has been highly influential to modern visualization. The second resource that librarians should familiarize themselves with is from graphical theory. Cleveland and McGill studied the comprehension of information encoded by position, length, direction, angle, area, volume, curvature, and shading. They found that data represented by position on a line was easier for individuals to accurately interpret than data represented by length; ease of comprehension continues from best to worst in the order of the above list (Cleveland and McGill 1984). This research explains why bar charts (data represented by length) are easier to interpret than pie charts (data represented by angle).
Practice

Building on a knowledge of the history and theory of data visualization, librarians can increase their visualization skills by practicing chart creation. This “Practice” task revolves around the mechanics of using visualization software rather than the design of the visual; the practitioner should focus on the process of making different types of charts in a specific software program, rather than making “good” charts. Librarians should pick a tool such as Microsoft Excel, Tableau, or R, etc., and work through the process of creating visuals in the desired program. Local researcher need can inform the best software to learn. Librarians should start with basic software fluency and work toward being able to guide a patron through the creation of visual or answer visualization software-related questions that might arise. Tutorials and guidebooks exist for many programs – such as for Excel (Evergreen 2017), Tableau (Murray 2016), and R (Chang 2013) – and can be used as a starting point for this work.

Critique

To further hone data visualization skills, it is important to critique existing visuals. Questions to ask might include: “is the visual good or bad?,” “why?,” and “how could it be improved?” Print and internet resources abound with data visualization examples for critique. Sites such as viz.wtf exhibit user submitted bad visualizations (“WTF Visualizations” 2017), although they don’t always explain what is wrong with the image. In contrast, flowingdata.com and informationisbeautiful.net highlight good visualizations (Yau 2017; McCandless 2017). Books compiling good visuals are also available (Cook and Krulwich 2016; McCandless 2012). Librarians are likely to encounter visualizations for critique in everyday life such as through the news, the quintessential example being fivethirtyeight (Silver 2017), and in published library literature. Critiquing existing materials is necessarily a higher-order task in the learning process, as evaluation should be done with reference to best practices learned during the “Read” task.

Create

The final task recommended in initially exploring data visualization is to synthesize all of this information to make good visuals. This involves more than simply creating a sample chart in the chosen software – as in the “Practice” task – but instead deeply thinking about design elements such as visual type, content, colors, etc. This capstone effort builds on the earlier activities of reading, practicing, and critiquing in order to create visuals that are both attractive and effective. There are many options for working through this process, such as reworking existing charts, creating new charts from library data for assessment purposes, or pulling from outside data sources to practice visualization.

Self-directed learning through the scaffolding tasks of Reading, Practicing, Critiquing, and Creating does not need to be formal. Rather, a librarian should pick what is most useful in each task – being sure to do something at all four levels – to work toward competency in this area of data literacy. Librarians should also consider whether they are effective self-directed learners. This includes the motivation for self-directed learning as well as being able to accurately learn content without receiving correcting feedback from an expert. For those needing more discussion and guidance on the topic of data visualization, working through the four tasks with a group or enrolling in a formal course are two alternatives.
Teaching Data Visualization

After working through the four outlined tasks, the author decided that her Library’s initial data visualization support offering would be a workshop, “Data Visualization 101.” This service was chosen to fit within existing data workshop offerings because there is local need for basic visualization training, as evidenced by patron requests and lack of current campus workshops on this topic. A second motivation for developing a workshop was to train library peers in visualization, as it would complement a Library strategic focus on data-driven decision making. The workshop was therefore designed with the intent to present it to both a librarian and a campus researcher audience.

The workshop centered on two learning objectives:

1. Participants will be able to choose the right chart for their message and type of data.
2. Participants will be able to create effective visualizations by highlighting only important information.

In order to reduce the learning curve for initial participant success, the workshop focused on how visualization could be done with Microsoft Excel, one of the most popular programs used for research (Buys and Shaw 2015; Pouchard and Bracke 2016; Van Tuyl and Michalek 2015). The workshop materials pulled extensively from existing content, such as: Evergreen’s “Effective Data Visualization” (Evergreen 2017); existing visualizations (both good and bad); and one of the author’s previously published figures, which was used to demonstrate the process of improving a chart.

The workshop itself was one-hour long and divided into two parts, each consisting of a lecture followed by a hands-on activity. Activities were developed using backward design (Wiggins and McTighe 2006) rather than explicitly referencing Bloom’s Taxonomy. The first half of the workshop focused on choosing the right chart. Participants were presented with a framework for choosing a chart type by: identifying their message, deciding which type of data they have (which can vary for the same data depending on the message), and then choosing a chart type from a handout matrix of data types and corresponding possible charts. The matrix handout included standard chart options – such as a bar graph, line graph, pie chart, and scatterplot – but also featured nonstandard charts – such as an icon array, back-to-back bar chart, dot plot, and small multiples chart (handouts and slides for the workshop are available (Briney 2017)). Strategies for making the nonstandard visuals in PowerPoint and Excel were summarized from “Effective Data Visualization” (Evergreen 2017) and added to the back of the matrix handout. The hands-on activity for this portion of the workshop gave participants the opportunity to individually apply the framework to a sample dataset. Participants chose a message using sample data, explained which data type this corresponded to, and identified the chart type they would choose. They then sketched out a sample chart on paper. Sketches were voluntarily shared and discussed with the larger group.

The second half of the workshop focused on improving a chart. A brief presentation was given on avoiding the misrepresentation of data, complete with real-life bad examples. From there, the author modelled steps for improving a chart: highlighting only important data, choosing meaningful colors, reordering the data to improve readability, eliminating junk, and adding...
strategic labels. This process was demonstrated by incrementally improving a chart from the default Excel output through to the final “improved” chart. The hands-on activity for this section was a think-pair-share activity for improving a bad example chart.

Outcome

The process of learning and teaching data visualization provided outcomes in three different areas: for workshop participants, for the author, and for the Library’s Data Services program. Participants left the workshop with a framework for picking a chart type, ideas for creating nonstandard charts, and strategies for improving existing charts, as well as having worked through the process of making and improving a chart. As this was a pilot project, a formal IRB-approved assessment was not conducted. This is an area for further research and improvement of workshop materials.

There were also positive outcomes for the author. Learning about data visualization empowered her to feel comfortable with a data information literacy competency that previously felt daunting to master. It also prompted the author to re-evaluate her own data visualizations and strategize how to improve future charts. Finally, the author’s coworkers have started referring visualization questions to her.

For the Library’s Data Services program, this workshop represents a first step into the area of data visualization. It will be added to the current workshop rotation and provides a foundation for further developments around data visualization, which continues to be a growing need within the library and on campus.
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